The job-alike workshop was created as a format to allow groups of like-minded professionals to create opportunities for curriculum-based CPD that relies on the skills and knowledge of the delegates themselves rather than recruiting expensive keynote speakers.

These workshops are an opportunity for you to share good practice and co-construct new knowledge with other FOBISIA teachers.

This is a professional event. Registered participants are required to contribute to the agenda and to the presentations.

The impact of technology on education has been transformational in many of our Schools. In others its introduction is in progress or in the planning stage. With many seeking to fully leverage the potential of IT tools, there has arisen a need for Integrators and Tech Coaches to help teachers explore how technology can be fully utilised to enhance and transform their teaching and learning.

This JAWS will seek to work collaboratively to develop a snapshot of how Technology Integration actually looks in schools today, and then share ideas which have worked well in different situations.

**DATE & VENUE:**
Friday 29th / Saturday 30th April 2015
British School Jakarta, Indonesia

**REGISTRATION:**
To register please visit this link: goo.gl/forms/EKCRjxFL5k
Contact Person: Kenneth McClure - E-Learning Coordinator
E-mail: kenneth_mcclure@bsj.sch.id
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